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Vascular anatomy and its relationship to pathology in retinoschisis
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In this issue of Eye, Fragiotta et al. present the interesting
findings of an optical coherence tomography angiography
(OCTA) case study in which they display remarkable vas-
cular flow bridging the schitic cavities in the inner nuclear
layer (INL) of a patient with X-linked juvenile retinoschisis
(XLJR). This is in contrast to a patient with stellate non-
hereditary idiopathic foveomacular retinoschisis (SNIFR)
where the schitic cavities, located in Henle’s fiber layer
(HFL), are larger and fail to display evidence of vascular
flow. These OCTA findings provide important insight into
the mechanism of schisis formation in these two disorders
and greater understanding of the organizational anatomy of
the retinal capillary plexus, which has recently been debated
in numerous publications [1–3].
Through the use of OCTA, Fragiotta et al. astutely observe
cysts in the INL characterized by continuous vascular flow
in the tissues that bridge the INL. This may explain the
regular and restricted size of the INL cysts as illustrated in
the case of XLJR. This is in contrast to cysts located in the
central fovea or HFL where the absence of the bridging
vascular plexus facilitates expansion of fluid as displayed in
the case of SNIFR. Fragiotta et al. provide a convincing
explanation and mechanism to explain the observation that
cysts in the central fovea and HFL tend to be larger and less
uniform than cysts that occur in the INL.

The bridging tissue of macular schisis has been attributed
to Müller cells, whose cell bodies are located in the INL and
extend in a bi-directional pattern to span nearly the entire
retina [4, 5]. Müller cells provide the primary structural
support for the fovea and encapsulate the vessels of the deep

vascular plexus [5, 6]. The different location of the schitic
cavities may be explained by localized dysfunction in the
cell bodies and dendrites of Müller cells in XLJR and
SNIFR, respectively. Without the structural support that
Müller cells provide, there is insufficient extracellular
matrix stability for the retinal cells. As a result, the retinal
and Müller cells degenerate and manifest as INL and HFL
'empty' cysts with the bridging tissue representing remnants
of the degenerated Müller cells [7].

Disease can provide clues regarding normal anatomy [3].
The OCTA analysis by Fragiotta et al. indicates that there is
likely continuous flow between the intermediate and deep
retinal capillary plexus located at the inner and outer border
of the INL, respectively. And so the presence of blood flow
bridging the INL provides evidence of a predominantly
serial direction of vascular perfusion in the retinal capillary
plexus in which venous outflow is predominantly located at
the level of the deep retinal capillary plexus. This has
recently been validated by an OCTA study displaying col-
lateralization that always tracks through the deep vascular
plexus in eyes with retinal vein occlusion [8]. This has been
further supported by the demonstration of an ischemic
cascade in which retinal infarction starts at the perivenular
pole of the DCP with milder ischemic injury and progresses
through the INL and into the inner retina with more severe
vascular obstruction [9, 10].

While the case studies of Fragiotta et al. illuminate var-
ious anatomical concepts, more study is necessary to better
understand and clinically differentiate the various cystic
lesions that can occur in the retina and the mechanisms of
their formation. Cystic lesions in the macula can have
diverse etiologies including exudative cystoid macular
edema (CME), macular schisis, and microcystic degenera-
tion [6]. Differentiation by OCT or OCTA can be very
challenging although the cysts of microcystic degeneration
tend to present as narrow, vertically oriented, slit-like
spaces which can be very characteristic [11]. The role of the
Müller cell may be critical in these pathoanatomical con-
siderations and clinicopathological correlations would be
very supportive. A similar pattern of INL cavitation called
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“microcystic macular edema” occurs in a range of optic
neuropathies including those associated with multiple
sclerosis, neuromyelitis optica, and glaucoma [11]. While
the underlying cause of these structural changes may vary
with each associated disease, the numerous regularly spaced
vessels bridging the INL between the ICP and DCP
are likely to influence the anatomic pattern seen with all.
Fragiotta et al. should be congratulated for providing greater
understanding of these anatomical concepts and for
establishing a platform to initiate further investigative
efforts [12].
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